Kettle’s Yard Shop
Christmas 2022

This year the Kettle’s Yard shop will welcome exciting new products for the holiday season. Inspired by the collection and celebrating local craftsmanship, gifts range from children’s books to wearable art, ceramics and prints. Shop highlights include:

Textiles

Rory Hutton x Kettle’s Yard
£2.50-£90
In collaboration with Kettle’s Yard, artist Rory Hutton has produced a range of scarves, gift wrap and notecards inspired by the furniture and objects in the Kettle’s Yard House. The unisex scarves are 100% silk and available in three different sizes, while striking gift wrap sheets and notecards feature patterns designed and printed in the UK.

Ekta Kaul Cambridge Embroidery Kit
£65
Created by textile-artist Ekta Kaul, this embroidery kit offers the perfect personal project or gift for a keen crafter. The hand-drawn map highlights Cambridge’s iconic architecture and parks, and invites you to add your own favourite spots. The colour palette for the map is inspired by those in Jim & Helen Ede’s former home and reflects the calm and tranquil spaces at Kettle’s Yard. The kit includes a linen-cotton map, embroidery hoop, needles, four skeins of thread and an illustrated guide.

Sculpture & Ceramics

Henri Gaudier-Brzeska Models
£75 - £135
This year, Sleeping Fawn has been added to the range of Henri Gaudier-Brzeska models, providing a shelf-sized emblem of calm and serenity. Crafted in plaster or Jesmonite – a sustainable alternative to tradition resin that replicates the weight and coolness of bronze – the models are presented in a branded box, making them the perfect keepsake gift. The famous Gaudier-Brzeska Dog sculpture that sits perched on the stairs in the Kettle’s Yard House has also been newly reimagined by the Timothy Richard Modern Souvenir Company in Bath.
David Stonehouse Ceramics
From £25
Cambridge-based potter David Stonehouse has created a collection of wheel-thrown stoneware exclusively for Kettle’s Yard. Designed to mix and match, this ever-evolving range is inspired by his frequent visits to Jim Ede’s home and references some of its familiar motifs and hidden treasures. New editions include a ‘lemon’ conserve pot – echoing the yellow dot in Joan Miró’s painting, *Tic Tic* (1927), and Whiskey Tumblers drawing on the abstract works of Ben Nicholson.

Books

What Hides Inside?
£6.99
Join a group of children on their adventure through artworks and objects to discover the many things that can hide inside an art gallery. Written by Imogen Alexander with illustrations by Rachel McGivern, this book takes a playful tour through the Kettle’s Yard House, seen through the eyes of an inquisitive group of pre-schoolers. The book is the third from the Story Explorers project, a partnership between Kettle’s Yard and The Red Hen Project, that offers creative prompts and activities for young gallery-goers.

A Way of Life
£49.95
A Way of Life was put together by Jim Ede as lovingly as the Kettle’s Yard House itself. The publication offers a guided tour, taking in the rooms one by one, seeing the light play on glass, china, wood, stone and canvas. A series of remarkable black and white photographs captures the spirit that Jim Ede aimed to evoke and includes a selection of poetic texts and an introduction from Sir Alan Bowness that was first included in the 1996 edition.
Holiday Cards & Prints

Cambridge Imprint Christmas Card Range
From £3.50
The lettering and colours of David Jones’ *Quia per Incarnati* (1953), on display in the Kettle’s Yard House, has inspired Cambridge Imprint to create two jovial Christmas card designs with accompanying mini cards. Packs of six and ten have all been printed in the UK using environmentally friendly inks.

Head, 1933 by Ben Nicholson
£17
This new print joins a range of Ben Nicholson prints available in the Kettle’s Yard Shop. In the early 1930s Nicholson’s interest in printmaking was generally of an informal and experimental nature, a fact highlighted by his haphazard recordkeeping. *Head, 1933* is a portrait of sculptor Barbara Hepworth and is one of the most important of all Nicholson’s linocuts.

Pears, 1979 by William Scott
£20
Scottish artist William Scott became associated with Abstract Expressionism while living in London. During the 1970s pears featured regularly in his work, combining a sense of sensuousness with his characteristic austerity.

Prints by David Jones
£20 - £30
David Jones was born in Brockley, South London, the son of a Welsh printer. He studied at the Camberwell School of Art before the First World War. Three prints available in the shop, *Flora in Calix Light*, *Lourdes* and *Vexilla Regis* reflect his interest in early Christianity, Arthurian myths and the ancient classical world.
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Cambridge Imprint Christmas Cards, photo: Beth Davis. From £3.50.

Ben Nicholson, *Head, 1933* (top), reproduction print, photo: Beth Davis. £17.

William Scott, *Pears*, reproduction print, photo: Beth Davis. £20.
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The Shop

The shop is open:
Tuesday - Sunday, 11am - 5pm

www.kettlesyard.co.uk/shop

About Kettle's Yard

Kettle's Yard is one of Britain's best galleries - a beautiful and unique house with a distinctive modern art collection, and a gallery exhibiting modern and contemporary art. Supporting this is an established learning and community engagement programme, archive, and programme of chamber concerts. In February 2018, Kettle's Yard reopened after a two-year development by architect Jamie Fobert. The new Kettle's Yard includes state of the art new exhibition galleries, generous education spaces, a café and new welcome areas. Kettle's Yard's mission is to contribute to society by inspiring and engaging audiences through art, learning and research of the highest quality. We believe that great art should not be the privilege of the few, but for everyone. Our values reflect Kettle's Yard's creator Jim Ede's support for artists and belief in art's power to make us look again and change how we act in the world.

www.kettlesyard.co.uk
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Rory Hutton x Kettle's Yard Gift Wrap, photo: Beth Davis. £2.50.

Ekta Kaul Cambridge Embroidery Kit. £65.